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Abstract
The ferninine and the feminite approaches to ethics differ in their
respective ontology, epistemolow and political theoq. Yet, advocates of
both perspectives rernain self-described Yeminists-persons

committed

to furthering the interests of women. In this thesis the Merences
between the ferninine and feminite approaches are articulated and it is
argued that the ferninine approach, rather than the feminite, serves best
to represent the interests of women. Further, the feminite approach is

critiqued as being a perspective that is too focused on group specific
poiitical concerns to qualify as an ethic.
In support of the feminine approach, it is suggested that concerns

and interests that are understood to be of particular interest to women
are in fact matters that ought to be perceived as central concerns for the
whole of society. The ontological and epistemological stance of the
feminine approach to ethics is defined by the claim that women are
enlightened in virtue of their distinct female experience. Based o n this

claim the feminine approach is enabled to develop an 'ethic of care'
-which not only serves as a critique of male bias in traditional moral
theory but also provides an alternative standard by which to evaluate
and determine what constitutes the moral act.
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Introduction
Having entered the public realm, women have challenged
traditional ethical theory, developing two distinct approaches that
constitute the generally accepted categories of ferninine and feminist
approaches to ethics. Betty Sichel defines these different approaches to

ethical theory in the following passage:

"Feminine"at present refers to the search for women's
unique voice and most often, the advocacy of an ethic of care
that includes nurturance, care, compassion, and networks of
communication. YFemini~t"
refers to those theorists,
whether liberal or radical or other orientation, who argue
against patriarchai domination,for equal nghts, a j u s t and
fair distribution of scarce resources, etc.

In response to the question as to which of the approaches better
attends to the interests of women,1 suggest that a ferninine approach to
ethics serves best to challenge the prevailing epistemic attitude, to

include the moral reasoning of women in ethics, and to give women a
voice in devising societal agreement. This is to be contrasted with the
femuiist approach to ethics, which 1 shall argue, remains primarily a
politics that contributes to the devaiuation of women and thereby
commits future societies to the exclusion of the moral reasoning of

'Betty A. Sichel, 'Dinerent Strains and Stands: Feminist Contributions to
Ethical Theory," Newsletter o n Feminisrn 90, no. 2 (Winter 1991):90.

women.

Thinkers advocating the 'femlliist' approach to ethics and those
supporting the Teminine' approach are both properly understood as
'feminists' in a general sense. The term 'feminist' in this general sense
holds a difllerent meaning than it does when employed in reference to an
approach to ethics. For this reason I will employ the term 'ferninite'
when referring to Yeministyapproaches to ethics.

Chapter One

The Ontological and Epistemological Conditions for Ferninine and
Ferninite Approaches to Ethics
Traditional theories of knowledge were constructed to attain the
certainty of an objective truth. Feminist thinkers claim that such
epistemologies are the result of an androcentric method that involves the
excessive detachment of subject from object in the construction of
knowledge. They argue that these epistemologies sacrifice too much for

the sake of impartiality and thus fail to take into account epistemically
relevant social factors-such

as the sex of the knower.

Feminist thinkers are faced with the difficult task of developing a
theory which can both attribute epistemic import to women's experience

and retain an adequate measure of objectivity. There are, to be sure,
some femuiists who reject outright the notion of objectivity as a male
constnict designed to enslave women and who argue that the only
cognitive paradigms that can accommodate the emancipation of women

are those created and maintained exclusively by womem2 Their views
are separatist in orientation and are vulnerable to the charge of

'Mary Daly, Gyn/ecology: The Metaethics of Radical Fetninism (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1978),3-4.

relativism insofar as they tend to advocate epistemic exclusivi~based on
gender and sexual orientation.
While most feminist thuikers consider the notion of an objective
viewpoint and conventional epistemology o v e r d to be epistemicdy
oppressive for women, they maintain that women's ways of knowing
ought to serve to critique mainstream epistemology from ~ithin.~
Lorraine Code explains in part how traditional epistemologies can be
oppressive for women in the following passage:
Autonomy and rationare not the gender neutral traits many
philosophers have assumed. In short, dichotomously polarized
terms are absolute and mutually exclusive opposites. Reason has
no part of emotion, cognitive autonomy excludes all forms of
dependence, both on other people and on the knower's own
sensory, bodily apparatus. E n w into the domain of Reason
requires a denial of epistemic value to affectivity in all of its forms,
to cognitive interdependence, and to the particularities of
experience, bodily existence, and practical a~tivities.~
A s regards the claim that feminists ought to critique mainstream

epistemology from within, Code suggests that '.

. . doing so avoids the

p i d d of advocating a separate ferninine epistemology, with its inevitable
~~
privatization, ghettoisation, and consequent d e ~ a l u a t i o n .Further,

'Lorraine Code, CVhat Can She Know: Feminist Theory and the
Construction of Knowledge (NewYork: Cornell Universiw Press, 1991),
122.

'Code, 122.

Code argues that traditional epistemologies are faced w i t h many critical
movements '[which] have aims that are consonant, to a n extent, with
feminist cntical aims. Hence there is no concephial value in rejecting
them for their androcentric origins, only to reinvent them as though for

the first tirne?
One of the central difficulties facing feminist thinkers involves
conceptions of the female identity. These conceptions are various and
tend to manifest crucial distinctions in feminist epistemic positions. In
this chapter, 1 offer a critical evaluation of the most sustainable
approaches to resolving the difficulties facing feminist epistemological
theory. M e r , 1 shall argue that the inclusion of women's experience in
the construction of knowledge can be provided for by an epistemic
method rooted in intersubjectiviw coupled w i t h a ferninine ontology.

In an attempt to articulate a ferninite epistemic perspective,
Lorraine Code advocates a "mitigated relativism" that is "constraîned by
objectivity and a cornmitment to realism

. . . capable of taking

subjectivity, accountability, and a range of perspectives seriously into
account by refushg the tyranny of ideal objectim, uni ver sali^, and
gender neut~ality."~Code's passage seems to be depicting an epistemic

Tode, 122.
'Code, 251.

position grounded on intersubjectivity-an

epistemology which

prescribes a construction of knowledge conditioned by the inclusion of a
range of perspectives.

This sort of social construction of knowledge is characterized by a
dialogue that produces an understanding enriched by the contribution of
its participants. This could be illustrated by an allegoq of the elephant,

in which blind men consult one another to produce cooperatively an
understanding of reality that involves the perspectives of ail.
Intersubjectivity, which takes into account various perspectives, is
of fundamental importance to Code's epistemic view. In her text, What

Can She Know?, Code refers to intersubjectiw in relation to what she
terms "ferninine association^."^ While Code is hesitant to ascribe
qualities to gender, she does imply that intersubjectivity (cooperative
dialogue) is charactenstically expressed by women.

The intersubjective nature of Code's social construction of
knowledge fosters what she terms a 'mitigated relativism." Code
qualifies her conception, stating that '.

S?-that

. . posing the question Who is

is, Who is the knowing subject?'-does indeed count as a move

in the direction of relativism, and my intention in posing it is to suggest

that the answer has epistemological import."'
Having rejected the "ideal objectivitf of conventional
epistemologies that seek to establish universal criteria to evaluate truth,
Code advocates a relativism that 'keeps open a range of interpretive
pos~ibilities."~~
While Code admits that 'relativism may threaten to slide

into subjectivism," she maintallis that the integrity of relativism is
preserved by taking "many perspectives into a c c ~ u n t . ~In
" other words,
Code proposes that epistemology be grounded on an ongoing
intersubjective dialogue.

The critical diffculty with Code's proposal is that it fails to describe
the basis upon which judgment is made. While 'many perspectives" can
extend experience and understanding in the construction of knowledge,

the knower is also required to make judgments and eventually decisions.
I n rendering these judgments and decisions, the knower inevitably

expresses the extent to which she is in either agreement or disagreement
with the views of others. If, in dialogue concerning the construction of

knowledge, 'many perspectives" remain many, then the knowledge
claims arising fkom such dialogue fall prey to subjectivism. Therefore,

'Code, 3.
''Code, 3.

"Code, 3.

Code's mitigated relativism needs more than open dialogue to be
differentiated fiom subjectivism.

Taking many perspectives into account surely does enhance the
potential for understanding. Yet, the knower upon making a judgment is
required to discard some perspectives while adopting and incorporating
others into her own view. For most, this process is the way in which we
corne to know. The mere fact that knowledge is a social construct is
contingent upon a lewl of agreement,just as language is dependent
upon a level of shared meaning. This clah is not to suggest that the
epistemic integrity of a perspective be supported by mere popularity, but
rather that in the learning process, the knower inevitably comes to agree

with some perspectives, just as she comes to disagree with others.

What Code's mitigated relativism describes is only a step in the
leaming process-a

step that precedes judgment and decision in a social

construction of knowledge. An intersubjective foundation, namely the

taking into account of m a n y perspectives for the constniction of
knowledge, can admit social factors such as gender, class, and race as
epistemically relevant. However, without a level of agreement, there can

be no social construction of knowledge; all that would otherwise exist is
mere discussion, in which the differing perspectives of various

individuals or groups never yield epistemic objectiviw.

In Code's view, epistemology has a distinct political dynamic. She

believes that "epistemic power is not readily won by iuiderclass'
persons."12 Code's politickation of epistemology suggests that seeking
agreement in a social construction of knowledge ought to be avoided, as
it has the potential to result in the devaluation of the ferninist

perspective. In other words, Code's inclusion of a 'power' dynamic in
the construction of knowledge suggests that she is wary of epistemology

which seeks agreement, as this may amount to a silencing of the feminist
voice. Code's notion of 'epistemic power' can be likened to political power,
or economic power, her suggestion being that social consmxtions of
knowledge c a n be disproportionally influenced by dominant groups.

While there is truth in the daim that political interest does
infiltrate epistemologies, it is not at all clear that such corruption ought
to be propagated by those seeking to construct social theories of
knowledge. The question-who

is S?-does

have epistemic import in

that the identity of S includes a distinct set of experiences that can serve
to enhance understanding. The task facing those interested in social

constructions of knowledge is to include such distinct experiences while
refkaining fkom politicizing epistemology-in

other words, for women to

contribute to epistemological discussion the distinctiveness of their

experience without being confined to the bias such experience may
condition.
Complications involved with attempting to indude distinct identityforming experiences while refrainhg kom politicizing epistemology hinge
on the capacity to overcome bias. The knower must first recognize her
own bias and the way in which it lirnits fwther understanding. I n so

doing, the knower is enabled to displace herself and adopt a different
cognitive vantagepoint. This displacement is to be of position and not

identity; the knower is to view fkom the position of another, not as
another (since the knower's adoption of an other's identity would
constitute a loss of intersubjectivity).

In my view, the reflexivity required in coming to understand
divergent perspectives is ultimately dependent upon the knower's good
wili. At its best, an expression of 'goodwill' amounts to the ability to

think reflexively-to

overcome bias, to hear, to understand, and to corne

to know. To deny humans this capacity is to deny outx-ight social
constructions of knowledge. Laura Sells makes this point from a political
perspective. She reluctantly concedes that "if white feminists can and
must think fkom [theperspectives ofJ the lives of women of colour, then
we must also accept that men can think fkom women' s lives-or else we

deny the possibility of revolution and change."13

Further complications involved with asking the question-who

S?-

is

have to do with possible responses to the question. Some feminists

claim that if S is fernale, then S is essentially ferninine and that women's
ways of knowing involve predominately female cognitive traits which
ought to be valued in epistemic considerations. Others, such as Code,
argue that such essentialist positions amount to a misrepresentation of
the female identity, which contributes to the oppression and exploitation

of women as caregivers in the private sphere. This disagreement among
feminists illustrates that while most would agree that asking "who is S?"

has epistemic import, there remains discord among feminists with regard
to the identity of the 'S'that is to represent women.
Some feminist thinkers who attempt to revalue stereotypical
feminine ways of knowing advocate incorporating women's experiences
into epistemologies that are associated with stereotypical rnascuiine
modes of thought.14 Such attempts can be understood as being
constitutive of a feminine approach to epistemology, as they tend to
ascribe to a feminine identity. In contrast, ferninite approaches to

"Laura Sells, "Feminist Epistemology: Rethinkirig the Dualisms of
Atomic Knowledge," Hypatia vol. 8, no. 3 (Summer 1993):207.

epistemology reject this ferninine essentialism and maintain that

feminists must remain mindful of the role of political power in the
construction of theories of knowledge.
Code's epistemic position is illustrative of the ferninite approach.
She argues that female essentialism 'underpins the doctrine of
complementarity, of women's relegation and confiriement to a 'private'
realm and of their potentid and often actual exploitation as caregivers

and n u r t ~ r e r s . " 'Code
~
critiques female essentialism as being based on
unsupported empirical claims and cites studies of child-raising practices
in support of her critique. She argues that what these studies show is

that the gender associations upon which female essentialism is based

are "derived £kom a statistically small segment of the population, whose

way of life has a disproportiondy large normative role in establishing
social standards."16 While Code employs empirical evidence in support of
her critique of appeals to female essentialism, she offers no empirical
evidence in support of her notion that the experiences of 'S' are distinct,

or that the gender identity of 'S' has epistemic import.

Either way, it does not much matter whether such gender
associations can be supported by empirical evidence. The crucial point is

"Code, 54.
I6Code, 55.

that there remain seemingly dichotomous cognitive traits exercised in

the process of knowing. Feminists may need to make some of these
associations in order to support the notion that gender has epistemic
import. However, ultimately, what ought to be sought in the construction
of knowledge is the inclusion of traits fkom both sides of the dichotomy.
Which men or women exhibit which traits is really beside the point, that
is, unless one's primary interest is political rather than epistemological.

Code maintains that attempts to accord more value to stereoSrpical
feminine traits is a hazardous approach to epistemology, for it can

p o t e n M y result in a furthering of women's subjugation. l7 While Code is
not opposed to attributing value to stereotypical female traits, she is
reluctant to employ the celebration of such traits in building theory.
History is supportive of Code's criticism and modem societies are

ever increasingly devaluhg the feminine and there by subjugating
women. However, the fact that women's oppression can be related to the
propagation of female essentialism in no way demonstrates the necessity
of such a connection. To discredit the inclusion of female essentialism in
epistemology on account of possible political implications is akin to
discrediting mathematics because it is used in the formulas for creating
weapons of mass destruction.

"Code, 54.

Code proposes that '
a more playful interplay of differences could
divert appeals to essentialism that seem to require distinctively ferninine

and distinctively masculine epistemological positions, incommensurable
and immune to reciprocal critique and infl~ence."'~
While Code's
'playful interplay of Merences" remains somewhat ambiguous, her

point-that

female essentialism can result in the furthering of women's

subjugation-remains.

The force of Code's critique is political, rather

than epistemological, and s h d be treated in the section of this paper

that deals with the various political implications of ferninite ethicai
theory.
Code replaces traditional epistemology and the conception of a
detached knower with a relational model, which she refers to as "second

This 'second person knowing' is distinct from other
person kn~wirig."'~
versions, such as Sara Ruddick's 'materna1 thinking', in that it avoids

appealing to any form of female essentialism. Code suggests that a
'friendship model' ought to be adopted as grounds for knowledge, in that
it does not involve a 'cornplex power differential' as matemal thinking
does:
Friendship is descriptively and evaluatively appropriate to

designate an exemplary,constitutive relationship with close,
intimate, and wide political scope. Finaily, and particularly
noteworthy, is the careful, reciprocal, nonimperialistic
nature of the knowing on which good fnendship depends.
This exemplary 'second person' way of knowing another
person affords a preliminary model for a reconstmcted
subject-object relation that could displace ideal objectiviw
and m o v e toward a reconstruction of cognitive activity and
epistemic goals.20
This reconstruction of the subject-objectrelation is not
incompatible with the notion of a knower expressing a subjectivity that
involves 'goodwill'. The diffcule with Code's proposed relational mode1
for epistemology (in this context) is that it does not seem to advance the
feminist epistemic agenda. Code's model in no way advantages feminists
exclusively, nor does it describe concretely how the partz'cular experiences
of women are to be worked into an epistemology.

The adoption of Code's 'fkiendship model' could serve the interests
of women, in the sense that it involves understanding that is brought
about by a 'close' and 'intimate' relation which indirectly may introduce

the subjective experiences of women. Yet, without Yriends' who can
express a distinctly ferninine view, the interests of many women are

bound to be ieft out in the cold by this 'relation'. The employment of
Code's relational ontology in a social construction of knowledge would

need to include the perspectives of women who maintain a 'feminine

"Code, 104-5.

ontology' in order for her epistemology to accommodate the experiences
of women.
Whether a feminist epistemology is possible or even desirable
remairis an open question for Code. Like many feminist thinkers, Code's
primary goal is to reconstnict epistemological discussion by purging the

elements of theory conditioned by male bias. For this reason, ferninite
approaches such as Code's express more by way of critique than
construct. I n my estimation, the political dynamics of feminite
approaches to epistemology are designed furidamentally to eliminate
their very utility. In other words, if a 'successor epistemology' (one that
accommodated feminite criticism and concem) could be envisioned,
there would no longer be a need for a Yeminist epistemology'. To insist
on such a Yerninist epistemology' would seem to require a basis in
assumptions about the essence of women and of knowledge. Hence, it
would risk replicating the exclusionary, hegemonic stmctures of the
masculinist epistemology, in its various manifestations . . . ."21 However,
unlike Code, many feminists of the ferninine persuasion maintain that
the female perspective is conditioned not only by nurture, but also by
nature, and that there would always be a need for a representative
female voice in epistemology.

Unlike feminite approaches to epistemology, ferninine approaches
do appeal to some form of female essentialism in constmcting theory.

Code characterizes feminine approaches to epistemology as behg
supported by the 'general thesis' that "women have an edge ki the
development and exercise of just those attributes that merit celebration
as ferninine: in care, sensitiviv, responsiveness and responsibility ,

intuition and trust.""

Code goes on to daim that

there is no doubt that these traits are commonly represented
as constitutive of fernininiW. Nor is there much doubt that a
society that valued them might be a better society than one
that denigrates and discourages them. But these very traits
are as problematic, both theoretically and practically , as
they are a t t ~ a c t i v e . ~ ~

Sara Ruddick offers an approach to epistemology and ethics that
does, to an extent, appeal ta female essentialism. She describes her
perspective as a practicalist view'; she claims that 'thinking' is social and
dependent upon ' p r a ~ t i c e ' . Ruddick
~~
maintains that "concepts are
defined by shared aims and by d e s or means for achieving those aims .

. . and that individuals . . . make sense of their activities to themselves

"Code, 17.

'4SaraRuddick, Matemal Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace (Boston:
Beacon Press, l989),15.

by means of concepts and values that are developed so~ially."*~

Ruddick couples this 'practicalist view' with a relational ontology
based on a mother-child paradigm. Her claim is that the 'maternal
practice' inspires a 'thinking' which is to be valued for the crucial sole it
plays in the physical and social development of children. While biological

and cultural influences have histoncally conditioned women in such a
way as to enable them to be 'better' at the maternal practice, Ruddick
insists that the mothering practice need not remain the exclusive domain

of women.
'Mothers' are defined by Ruddidc as being any persons who "are

committed to meeting demands that define matemal w ~ r k . "Materna1
~~
work is constituted by the meeting of three demands-namely,

'preservation, growth, and social acceptability.' For Ruddick, "to be a
mother is to be committed to meeting these demands by works of
preservative love, nurturance, and training. "27
Ruddick's project as a whole can be understood as an attempt to
attribute value to the sort of connectedness that seems to be lacking in
modem societies. Rejecting the excessive detachment of instnimental

'5Ruddick, 15.
'6Ruddick, 17.
"Ruddick, 17.

reason, she argues for a cognitive method that emphasizes the relation
between subject and object. In her view, the comectedness provided by
'carhg practice' supports an epistemic superiority over other kinds of
thinking.
I n arguing for 'the superiority of the rationality of care to the

abstract masculine ways of knowing," Ruddick compares maternal
thinking to thinking involved with d t a q e n d e a v o ~ r s .She
~ ~ claims that

the "maternal practice" cari be a 'natural resource" for a politics of
peace, because of the connectedness it offers. In her view, mothers can
be a 'source of resistance' to rnilitaq action by publicly refusing to

endorse such actions.29
Ruddick's 'matemal thinking' is founded upon on a universal

recognition of the fact that children need care. Ruddick believes that
those who assume this responsibilitly develop an enlightened perspective
through practice, enabling them to identify properly the meaning and
value in their lives:
The agents of matemal practice, acting in response to
demands of their children, acquire a conceptual scheme-a
vocabulary and logic of connections-through which they
order and express the facts and values of their practice . . . .
There is a unity of reflection, judgment, and emotion. This

unity 1 c d 'maternal thinkuig."30

The notion that 'matemal practice' can involve distinct experience
which can epistemically priviiege the practitioner is not diffcult to
concede. 'Mothers' surely do know their children well, and the ment of
ways in which mothers corne to know is evidenced by the survival of the

human species. While maternal thuikuig may not lend support to
advances in physics, it has direct relevance to what is deemed social
knowledge. The closer relation of subject to object offered in Ruddick's
view can have an epistemic advantage over cognitive theories that

emphasize a subject's detachment. An emotive link between subject and
object does not always senre to distort knowledge; on the contrary, it can
and often does serve to focus it.

The suggestion that matemal thinkirig can episternically privilege a
knower is bothersome to some feminists, in that it appeals to
stereotypical female cognitive traits. Ruddick's c l a h that any
person-male

or f e r n a l ~ a n
be a matemal thinker is for these feminists

irrelevant; what is relevant is that the cognitive method described is
associated with qualities stereotypical of women, as is the term 'mother'.

This association is viewed as negative by feminists who claim that

''Sara Ruddick, 'Materna1 Thinking,"in Joyce Trebilcot, ed., Mothering:
Essays in Fem'nist Theoy (Totowa, NJ: Rowman & AUanheld, 1984),2 14.

persons employing maternal thinking are by definition excluded fiom the
public sphere and have little power or influence on the society in which
they ïive. For this reason, even though Ruddick leaves open the
possibility that men are maternal thinkers, she is still considered to be
appealing to female essentialism.

Feminists such as Code reject the mother-child relational ontology
in favour of a fiiendship model, which avoids all appeals to female

essentialism and thereby avoids subjugating the female perspective. The
force of this point, 1 continue to stress, is political rather than
epistemological. Accordingly, Ruddick contends that while maternal
thinking may not be of direct s e ~ c to
e all feminist goals, feminist

. .
politics can work to meet these goals alongside matemal thuikuig.
Another more potent criticism of Ruddick's proposal suggests that

her epistemic model is limited in its applicability to a moral theory
suitable only in the private sphere. Matemal thinking as described by

Ruddick is a cognitive method inspired by way of the matemal p r a ~ t i c e . ~ '
While this sort of thinking may epistemicdy privilege a knower in the
private sphere, it is not at all evident that such ability can, or would, be
developed by persons in the public sphere. An objection could be made
by claiming that the public sphere involves a completely different set of

criteria upon which judgments must be made.
Advocates of this sort of objection could suggest that the ways in
which we corne to know, in matters of international conflict for example,
require instrumental reasoning, not second person knowing. This is not
to suggest that materna1 thinking is voici of reason, but rather that it is

primarily motivated by the existence of 'care'. It may be argued that

Ruddick's proposal requires thinking from the standpoint of care in
situations when persons simply do not care, or should not care. While
mothers the world over may share a common desire for the safety and
well-being of their own chüdren, there are several accounts in history of
mothers being willing to accept that the safeiy of their children required
the destruction of others, including the children of others.
Having described some of the crucial diffculties facing both the
ferninine and ferninite approaches to epistemology, 1 will now turn to
consider which approach better accommodates the inclusion of women's
experiences in the construction of knowledge. Prior to discussing the
characteristic features of an epistemology which could encompass the
experiences of women, it seems fitting that some conclusions be
identifed with regards to the question as to what it is about these

experiences that qualifies them as distinctively female.

There are three possible conclusions fkom which a thinker could
ground an approach in developing epistemic proposais intended to
include the experiences of women. The first is that females corne to
know in a manner specifïc to their gender, a consequence of the dictates
of biology. This view could accommodate 'exceptions to the d e ' by

claiming that such exceptions are simply biological aberrations, not
unlike physical aberrations.

The second possible conclusion is that human cognitive traits or
characteristics are androgynous and that both females and males are
conditioned to develop and consequently exhibit cognitive sqles socially
associated with gender. 'Exceptions to the rule' under this view could be
explained as a result of conditioning which did not conform to social
noms.
The third possible conclusion makes the claim that while biology

may to some extent, and with some consistency, determine cognitive

swle, conditioning also plays a role, which in many cases can serve to
obliterate any biologicd ciifference. This sort of conclusion could account
for 'exceptions to the rule' by employing explanations cited in association

with both of the alternative conclusions.

The first conclusion underpins academic history, a history written
for the most part by men. This sort of perspective is strongly critiqued

by most, if not all, modem-day feminist thinkers as a consequence of the

unchallenged existence of male bias in the public sphere. The primary
difficulty with maintaining the claim that biology dictates gender specifrc
knowledge is that it is challenged by the great number of 'exceptions to

the d e ' with which it has to deal. Women have met with success in
various fields traditionally associated w i t h masculine modes of thought
and continue to do so in ever increasing numbers. To refer to aU such
instances as 'aberrations' seems to place the whole notion of a n o m

defined by gender in jeopardy.
The second conclusion endorsed by most feminist thinkers,
including Code and Ruddick, argues that gender-stereotyped modes of
thought are the result of social conditioning. This position serves the
feminist critique well, in that it provides explanatory support for the
claim that traditional epistemologies are imbued with male bias.
However, this view can be problematic for feminist theory. The worry is
that if gender-stereotyped modes of thought are said to be the result of
social conditioning, then further explanation is needed to account for

of thought exhibited by men and women conditioned in
d i f f e ~ modes
g

the same manner.
Another problem facing feminist theory is political in nature and is
mentioned only because of the attention many feminist thinkers pay to

such considerations while discussing epistemology. By associating
cognitive traits or modes of thought with gender, feminists risk alienating

the women who are said to exhibit the stereotyped masculine mode of

thought.Wendy HoUway asks, m e n women are agentic, take refuge in
abstractions,appear incapable of empathy and revel in the use of power
to undermine the rights of others, do we start to call them men?"32
Hollway makes reference to Margaret Thatcher as an example of just
such a ~ornan?~
Though some femuiists may point to individuals such a s Margaret
Thatcher as evidence in support of the notion that the essential core of

human beings is androgynous, others could argue that the evidence
suggests

the very opposite. While Thatcher may exhibit a masculine

mode of thought, it may be argued that she constitutes an 'exception to
the nile', which supports the presumption that if the essential core of
humans were truly androgynous, there would be many more such
women. This perspective is further supported by the many instances in
which women have introduced new ways of thinking, new styles, in fieids

traditionally dominated by men.

'Wendy Hollway, Subjectivity and Method in Psychology: Gender, Meaning,
and Science, (London: Sage Publications Ltd., l989),108.

The third alternative conclusion-namely,

the one that leads to an

epistemology that includes the experiences of women-offers the most
flexibility in dealing with 'exceptions to the d e ' . By avoiding exclusive

cornmitment to either side of the nature/nurture dichotomy, both

conditioning and biology can be employed to account for exceptions to
the rule. Hence, Thatcher's display of a masculine mode of thought cari
be understood as a consequent of conditioning, while the infrequency of

such exceptions can be related to anomalies of biology. This perspective
suggests that what qualifies the 'experiences of women' as distinctively
female can be related to social conditioning, biology, or both.

In order to substantiate a feminist epistemology, the sexual
identity and social conditioning that is said to contribute to the creation
of tnroman' needs to be specified. While the process of defuiing such

limitation is 'politically charged' and highly offensive to some feminists it

must be dealt with. In so doing, feminists must refrain from politicizing
epistemology.

If feminists want to support the idea that the sex of the knower is
epistemically relevant, they must be able to explain why this is so.
Ferninist epistemology, if it is to persevere, needs a working definition of
what-in

terms of sema1 identity and social conditioning-qualifies as

koman'. Without this base, feminist epistemology has no support, for it

cuinot explain what it is about the sex of the knower that provides her
with epistemic privilege.

The inclusion of women's experience in the construction of
knowledge requires not a ferninite but a ferninine ontology. The identity
of the knower representing the experiences of women must include
certain qualities and traits shared by women. While 1 agree with Code's
claim that Yemale essentialism' may lead to the devaluation of the femaie
perspective, 1maintain that such considerations are best dealt with in
political theory and not in theories of knowledge.
Feminist epistemology requires a distinctively female knower to
support the notion that gender can epistemically privilege a knower. Of
course, women who exhibit masculine modes of thought are still women,

be representative of knowers privileged in
but their perspectives c a ~t o
Wtue of their belonging to the female gender. Thatcher's exhibition of a
masculine mode of thought discounts her as a representative knower in
an epistemology grounded on the prernise that women are epistemically
privileged on account of the uniqueness of their experiences. The reason
is that women Like Thatcher have been conditioned to think like men.

Ruddick's mother-child ontology is the sort of approach that can
support a feminist epistemology. She provides a working definition of
'mothers' and describes how 'matemal thinking' can provide epistemic

piiviege. While her approach.s not without its difTiculties, it cari
preserve the fernale perspective in epistemology by providing an identity

for the representative feminist knower .
Truths of physics and mathematics may be immune from affective
social factors; yet there remairi sought-after truths conditioned by this
sort of influence. The way in which we corne to know is coloured by our
experience. For this reason, many social factors are epistemically
relevant. This relevance is connected to the nature of our
experience-the vantage-point fkom which we seek to understand the
world around us is often constructed by social factors.
Yet our knowledge daims are not restricted to these sociallyconstructed vantage points. On the contrary, many persons are able to
transcend bias. However, this development is not accomplished by
obliterating the various conceptions of identity. Nor is it achieved by

denying the existence of bias. I t is accomplished rather by first
recognizing bias and then overcoming it without denying identiw.
The making of knowledge claims is an expression of a process of
experiencing, understanding, judging, and d e ~ i d i n g Those
. ~ ~ who would

dispute this may upon reflection realize that their very objections were

"Bernard Lonergan, A Study of Human Understanding: Insight, (San
Francisco: Harper and Row, Publishers, l9?8),375-383.

made employing this process. Experience constitutes an integral step in
this process, one in which the understanding of others plays a crucial
role. All knowledge is social at some level, and an absolutely private
knowledge is as impossible, no less than an absolutely private language.
In offering a response to the question-who

is S?-what

must be

realized is that as an individual S has many experiences and that her
identity is comprised of various social factors. The knowledge claims

that S makes are based on the inter-subjective experiences S has
undergone. To develop an epistemology that can include 'women's
experiences', women need to be given a voice in epistemological
discussion. This voice needs to be distinctive, identifiable, and is

required to explain what it is about women's experience that offers
epistemic pnvilege .

Gender is one of many social factors which can be epistemically
relevant; there are others, such as economic status, educational level,
and race. A clifficulty facing femlliist theory revolves around questions

about the validity of a feminist theory written, for the most part, by
upper middle-class, white women. Some feminists are critical of such
theory, claiming that it is not representative of the views and concerns of
women who belong to underprivileged m i n o m groups.

Individuals are not simply just men or just women; they also
belong to certain age groups, economic classes, and races. AU of these
social factors play a role in conditioning the understanding from which
knowledge claims are made. The pursuit of a social construction of
knowledge which includes the experiences of women requires epistemic
dialogue that involves distinct, representative knowers. In place of
seeking knowledge through the detachment of a knower nom the social
factors that form identity, knowledge ought to be pursued through an

inter-subjective dialogue that involves furthering understanding of
individuals of disparate social identities.

Chapter Two

Ferninine and Ferninite Approaches to Ethics
The division among feminist thinkers over the issue of female
essentialism extends to ethical theory. Feminists who appeal to a female
essentialism in their moral epistemology advocate a ferninine approach to
ethics, while those who reject such appeais express a feminite approach.

These two approaches are distinguished by their M e r i n g areas of
emphasis: the feminite approach is characterized by a focus on political
concems, namely those regarding women's subjugation,while the
ferninine approach emphasizes the importance of identifyirig women's
distinctive moral voice. Feminists of both persuasions share many of the
same concerns, although there remain critically important differences in
their perspectives.

Both approaches offer an explanation as to why thinking in terms
of gender neutrality is not adequate in the construction of moral theory.

However, only the femuiine approach provides a clear account of how
dialogue in moral theory is enriched with the inclusion of bvomen's
distinctive voice'. The feminite approach offers a concise critique of how
male bias pervades eaditional moral theory, but fails to explain how
mord theory is benefitted by the inclusion of women's perspectives.

It is possible, after all, to concede that the exclusion of the female

perspective in constructing moral theory is unjust and to question what,
if anything, is to be altered in this construction by including the female
perspective. In this chapter, I offer an analysis and evaluation of both

approaches and contend that a ferninirie approach to ethics, which

includes the 'experiences of women' in the creation of moral theory, is
superior.
Rosemarie Tong descnbes ferninite approaches to ethics as being

". . . always interested in issues of power-specifically,
and female subordination-and

male domination

it always seeks to provide women with

action guides that will lead to women's liberation from oppression,
suppression, and r e p r e s s i ~ n . "This
~ ~ approach maintain that ail moral
theory is bound to remain inadequate without the establishment of
political equ-.
These feminists charge that traditional moral theoq masks a
pervasive male bias, which is extended when moral theory, employing
gender-neutral terms, is applied to a patriarchal social reality. Feminists

are critical of abstraction that employs a gender-neutral moral agent in

the development of theoxy. Such abstractions are said to obscure a

35RosemarieTong, F e d i n e and Feminist Ethics (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth
Publishhg Company, 1993),184.

reality of social inequity that is conditioned by a power-differential based
in part on gender.

Proponents of the ferninite approach to ethics critique in several
ways traditional moral theories, including deontological ethics,
consequentialism and social contract theory. In her critique of Kantian
deontological ethics, Susan Sherwin writes:
Deontological theories pay scant attention to the specifc
details of hdividuals' moral experiences and refationships.
They admit that special obligations arise fkom specifc
relationships-for example, to fnends and family-but little
discussion is devoted to exploring the range or force of such
duties.36

This criticism posed by Sherwh basically claims that these
deontological theories tend to emphasize abstracted universal principles
by sacrificing the special duties and obligations that inform moral agents
in decisions made on a more personal level. A further wony is that since

women are more involved in these special duties and obligations, having
been confined to the private sphere, the emphasis on grand universal
principles propagates male bias.

Sherwin critiques consequentialism, claiming that
those who promote consequentialism in its traditional
formulations still operate on an abstracted plane, . . .
because ultimately, rightness of an action is calculated by

''Susan Sherwki, No Longer Patient: Feminist Ethics and Health Care
(Philadelphia:Temple University Press, 1992),38.

appeal to the total amount of happiness and sdering
created by an act, without regard to whose happiness or
suffering is at issue."

Once a g a h the feminite critique questions the validity of an
abstraction that results Ui the elevation of-in

this c a s e - o v e r d

%appiness'at the expense of 'an individual's relationship to the agent

contemplating action."38 This critique is feminite in that it brings into
question the distancing of moral agents fkom the social and political
contexts in which patriarchy resides. In keeping with the proposals for
relational ontology (discussed in the first chapter of this thesis),
feminists seek to devise moral theory for related moral agents, not

autonomous individuals.

.

*

Social contract theory, or contractanamsm, can be understood as
sharing features of both consequentialism and deontological ethics.

Sherwin maintains that this traditional approach to ethics "shares with
feminism a cornmitment to placing the discussion of moral judgments
withÙl

an explicitly social context . . . ."39 Nevertheless, feminists remain

critical of the abstraction employed in the construction of social contract
theory. Contractarianism is critiqued by Sherwin in the following

passage:

By refusing to distinguish between various differences
among people, most contractarians proceed as if traits such
as gender and race can be treated as being on a par with eye
colour, they fail to identify the mechanisms that must be put
in place in a currently oppressive society to achieve the
equality they presurne. Therefore, most feminists find none
of the existing social contract theories adequate to address
their political c o n ~ e r n s . ~ ~
Feminists apply this sort of criticism to social contract theories

such as the one offered by Rawls in his Theory of Justice. Questioning

his use of the tteil of ignorance', feminists argue that this theoretical
mechanism masks the identiw of the behgs in the original position,

which in tum masks the oppressive power differentials fourid in
socie~.~
The
' contracts resulting fkom this veil of ignorance are said to
'perpetuate, rather than correct, the structures that maintah oppressive
prac tices. ""
It is important to note that the criticisms of traditional approaches

to ethics mentioned thus f a r are not the exclusive domain of feminists.
Indeed, many thinkers are critical of these theories for much the same

%ee John Rawls, A Theoy of Justice (Cambridge, MA: The B e h a p
Press of Harvard University Press, 197l),Part One.

"Susan Sherwin, No Longer Patient: Feminist Ethics a n d Health Cure
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reasons as are feminists. Rawls' veil of ignorance masks not only the
gender identiv of his beings, but the economic class to which they
belong, as well as their educational level. The Rawlsian 'difference
princip1e'-a

theoretical mechanism intended to prevent increases in

social i n e q u i ~ - d o e snot discount the furthering of status U e r e n t i a l s in
terms of ratio. The methods of abstraction employed in the development
of deontological, consequentialist, and contractarian theorîes can be

critiqued not only for the ways in which they oppress women, but for
how they contribute to all forms of social inequiv.

The primary characteristic i d e n m g ferninite approaches to
ethics is a critical focus on the political nature of women's oppression.
Feminists who advocate a feminine approach to ethics share with those
who support a ferninite approach many of the same criticisms of
traditional ethics. Issues of power, however, are not central to the
former's analysis. Ferninine approaches to ethics that criticize traditional

ethics emphasize the fact that such theory fails to acconunodate the
moral expenences and intuitions of ~ o m e n . ' ~
While the femuiite approach to ethics is critical of abstraction,

which tends to mask oppressive power structures, the feminine approach
suggests that the resultant theories lack the distinctively feminine

features of moral judgment . These feminists daim that 'women's
distinctive voice' has a contribution to make to the development of moral
theory, in virtue of the fact that this voice is cultivated by concrete

human relations.
Immanuel Kant's deontological ethics employs a purely abstract

process of reasoning to arrive a t universal principles that inform the free
moral agent. Kant believes that the resultant moral laws should be

valued above personal feelings that may affect a moral agent in a
particuhr circumstance. For most feminists, Kant's devaluation of 'the
role of sentiment" is understood to 'be a mark of inadequacy in the
theory itseH?
Traditional approaches to ethics view moral judgment innuenced

by the emotions as biased and therefore distorted. They assume that the
correctness of a judgment depends on the degree to which a moral agent

can rem& impartial. Kathleen Wallace challenges this view. She daims
that
objectivity in morality has to do with identification and
assessrnent of what is relevant to a moral verdict (andmay
include feelings, emotions, preferences, and the like). The
key concept is relevance, not irnpartialiq or
perspectivelessness. "Impartiality"is a specific
epistemological, moral, or legal value or standard. Whether
it has anything to do with 'objectivity" depends on the

"Sherwin, 39.

context.45
Wallace and feminists sharirig her view seek to include feelings in
moral deliberations, although they do not reject reason in arriving at
moral decisions. Rather, they support a reconciliation between reason
and emotion.
Most feminist theory is built upon a relational ontology, which
includes a level of emotional attachment, whether Yriendship' or
'mothering'. Feelings in moral deliberation is of particular importance to
feminists who advocate a ferninine approach. They fkequently describe
their respective moral theories as an 'ethic of care'. One such thinker is

Carol Gilligan, a prominent feminist best known for her methodological
critique of Lawrence Kohlberg's stage t h e o ~ yof moral development.
Gilligan critiques Kohlberg, her mentor, claiming that what he
describes as human moral development is a c t u d y male moral
development. She argues that men and women a n i v e at moral judgment

in distinctive ways and that women's moral development ought not to be
evaluated under criteria designed for men:

My research suggests that men and women may speak
difllerent languages that they assume are the same, using
similar words to encode disparate experiences of self and
social relationships. Because these languages share an

'5Kathleen Wallace, 'Reconstructing Judgment: Emotion and Moral
Judgment." Hypatia vol. 8, no 3 (Summer 1993):63.

overlapping mord vocabuhry, they contain a propensity for
systematic mistranslation, creating misunderstandings
which impede communication and limit the potential for
cooperation and care in relationships?
Gilligan's critique of Kohlberg's 'Heinz dilemma' can be understood
as a general critique of traditional approaches to moral theory. The
challenge that Gilligan poses to Kohlbergysinterpretation of the Weinz

dilemma' can also be posed to Kant who developed universal moral laws,
to the consequentialist calculations of 'bedons,' and to the Rawlsian-type
of original position in which persans hide behind a veil of ignorance.

Gilligan makes this criticism in her text In a Dtyferent Voice:
Hypothetical dilemmas, in the abstraction of their
presentation, divest moral actors fkom the history and
psychoology of their individual lives and separate the moral
problem from the social contingencies of its possible
occurrence. I n doing so, these dilemmas are u s e N for the
distillation and rehernent of objective principles ofjustice
and for measuring the formal logic of equality and
reciprociv. However, the reconstruction of the dilemma in
its contextuai particularity allows the understanding of
cause and consequence which engages the compassion and
tolerance repeatedly noted to distinguish the moral
judgments of ~ o m e n . ' ~
Gilligan's argument is that these traditional approaches to ethics
do not accommodate women's moral experience, and the methods of

*Carol Gilligan, In A Different Voice (Cambridge: Harvard Univer si9
Press, 1982),173.

abstraction employed in the creation of these theories tend to obscure
injustices that can be found in 'contextual particdari@'.
Nel Noddi~gsoffers a similar critique of traditional approaches,
though her approach makes more explicit mention as to how feelings are
included in moral deliberation:
Faced with a hypothetical moral dilemma, women often ask
for more information. We want to know more, 1 think, in
order to form a picture more nearly resembling real moral
situations. Idedy, we need to talk to the participants, to see
their eyes and facial expressions, to receive what they are
feeling. Moral decisions are, after all, made in real
situations; they are qualitatively different fiom the solution
of geometry problems. Women can and do give reasons for
their acts, but the reasons often point to feelings, needs,
impressions, and a sense of personal ideal rather than to
universal principles and their application.48

I n this passage, Noddings expresses the way in which traditional
moral theory fails to take into account the experiences of women, that is,

the way that women experience. Feelings and a sense of relatedness are
most important in Noddings' view; she argues that reference to feelings
in arriving at moral judgment can serve to enhance that judgment.

Thus far, I have set out the most crucial criticisms that feminists
of both schools direct against traditional approaches to ethics. Both the
ferninine and the ferninite approaches to ethics share many of the same

Noddings, Canng:A Feminine Approach to Ethics and Moral
Education (LosAngeles: University of California Press, 1984),2-3.

of her assumption.
Indeed, oppression exists and it takes many forms in society.
However, many of these forms of oppression transcend gender.
Oppression is as contingent and multifaceted a s are individuals.
Depending on the social context, female gender can be advantageous,
disadvantageous, or irrelevant. Further complicating the features of
oppression is the fact that persons are socially defined by criteria other
than gender. Hence, while the female gender may be disadvantageous (in

general) when it cornes to certain careers, this disadvantage may be
mitigated by economic background or educational level.
Sherwin seems unwilling to concede (at least in her definition of
ferninite ethics) that many women in Western society can and do behave

as oppressors. Her definition unjustifiably employs the category of
tivomen', as if female economic and educational elites, dong with those

in ethnically and racially dominant groups, simply did not exist. Still,
some upper-middle class women who oppress others are not immune
fkom the oppression generated by men of equal or higher status.
Individuals that can be identifïed as the victims of oppression in one
context can be viewed as oppressors in another. For this reason, simply
dividing society dong gender lines does not change anyone's status. Nor
does it lessen oppression. The women advantaged by this polemic

approach are in most cases advantaged to begin with, while those
disadvantaged remah so.
A proposal for the elimination of this 'oppression' is provided by

Feminist ethics includes exploration of actions that
represent the escape fkom and overturning of the forces of
oppression. This exploration involves searching for ways of
empowering those who are now subordinate, through the
creation of different relationships and new, nonoppressive
social structures.50
Unfortunately, 1 cannot find in Sherwin's No Longer Patient a description
of this non-oppressive social structure. There is no denying that
criticism plays a crucial role in developing moral theory, but
'constmctive' proposais must be made a t some point.
A further difficdty with Sherwin's perspective is that in her c d for

the 'overtuming' of the forces of oppression she f d s to explain what is to
prevent the creation of new oppressors. What is to keep the
'empowered', formerly subordinate women from becoming oppressors in
their own right? The empowerment of women entails that others will
become subordinate, or at least disadvantaged relative to the social
power of these women. Oppression is possible only through the
acquisition of power by some relative to others in their environment.

Thus the empowerment of women necessarily entails that others, both
men and women, will be oppressed by these newly-empowered women.
Examples of this 'new oppression' exist, and what is most
frustrating is that such examples exist in academia. The philosopher
Christina Hoff Sommers offers the following example:

The gender feminists' conviction, more ideological than
scientSc, that they belong to a radically insightful vanguard
that compares favourably with the Copemicuses and
Darwins of the past animates their revisionist theories of
intellectual and artistic excellence and inspires their
program to transform the knowledge base. Their exultation
contrasts with the deep reluctance of most other academics
to challenge the basic assumptions underlying feminist
theories of knowledge and education. The confidence of the
one and the trepidation of the other combine to make
transformationism a powerfully effective movement that has
so far proceeded unchecked in the acaderny.'l
What Sommers' passage illustrates is how gender feminists can
intimidate the very institution where fkeedom of thought and expression

are supposed to be preserved. Sommer's text Who Stole Feminism? is

filled with detailed and documented accounts of how certain feminist
groups intirnidate academicians. What remains to be seen is whether
these newly-empowered women in academia can contribute to
developing moral theory. While Sommers' perspective presents a
weU-substantiated argument illustrating the way in which gender

5'Chri~tina
Hoff Sommers, W h o Stole Feminism ? (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1995),76.

feminists are prone to feminist bias, she undervalues the contribution
some gender feminists make in articulating the distinctive moral
experiences of women. Such contribution could only serve to better
moral theory as it enhances society's understanding of the female
perspective.
What concretely qualifies as a non-oppressive social structure is
not found in Sherwin's work, 1 thereby conclude that, while Sherwin has
some valid criticisms of traditional forms of moral theory, her own
feminite ethic is a t best a feminite critique of traditional moral theory

and a t worst a feminite politic portrayed as an ethic-one whose main
purpose is the empowerment of women who share her views.
Sheila Mullett describes feminite ethics as theory which requires a
complex alteration of consciousness. She describes "three dimensions to
this perspective: 1) 'moral sensitivity'; 2) 'ontological shock'; and 3)
'praxis.'

"'*

The first dimension is descnbed as an awakened moral

sensitivity to the violence against women. For Mullet, this new-found
awareness is a 'consciousness of pain that is made possible, in part at
least, by a new attitude towards the social arrangements which

" ~ h e i l aMullett, "Shiftirig Perspectives: A new approach to ethxs," in
Lorraine Code, ed., FemUrist Perspectives: Philosophical Essays on Method
and Morals (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l988),114.

contribute to ~ u f f e r i n g . " ~ ~

Mullett does not mention which 'social arrangements' in particular
are responsible for the violence that women suffer. However, she does
make explicit mention of rape, battering, child sexual abuse and incest.
Since much of this sort of violence involves persons of close familial or
marital relation, 1 think it is fair to assume that the institution of
marriage is one of the social arrangements that Mullett believes to be
responsible for contributing to women's suffering. The fact that most
abused women suffer at the hands of their husbands surely does count

as a social fact that deserves moral attention and condemnation.
However, to condemn the institution of marriage on account of this social
fact is misguided, as marriage does not prescribe the abuse of one's
spouse.
While it is certainly a fact that a statistically signrficant number of

married women experience violence at the hands of their partners,
Mullett would need substantial argument to show how marriage by its
very design as a 'social arrangement contributes to women's suffering'.

The suspicion Mullett casts on social arrangements is characteristic of
ferninite ethics, as proponents of this perspective tend to view all social
relations through issues of gender and power.

Muliett labels the second dimension of her perspective 'ontological

shock'. It involves a feminist consciousness with a dualistic perspective:
We see the situation as it is in the present, and as it is

understood and interpreted withîn the existing social
context, while, at the same tirne, viewing it in terms of a
state of aff&irs not yet actual, in terms of possibility, in
which what is given would be negated and radically
transformed .54

This second dimension to Mullett's feminist ethic is a way of
looking at social arrangements as they are, a way of seeing these
arrangements in a way which accommodates the feminist perspective.

This way of viewing social reality is 'shocking' for the newly-awakened
femuiist consciousness, on account of the disparity between
conventional social reality and the social reality sought by these

What this new 'radically transformed' social reality a c t u d y
resembles is not described. Mullett does not make any concrete
suggestions as to what sort of alternative social arrangements could
accommodate her version of ferninite ethics. m e r , she does not offer

any principles by which this new social structure is to be constructed.

What Mullett does offer is a critique of how the prevailing system is
responsible for the suffering of women. This critique is important in that

it draws attention to the various forrns of oppression faced by women. In
so doing, Mullett's

work contributes to future dialogue and theoretical

developments.

The third dimension to this feminite ethical perspective, praxis, is
a disclosure: "However dim and with however much shock, in a collective
awareness. We shift from seeing the world a s an individual moral agent
to seeing it through the eyes of a ' ~ e ' . " 'What
~
she defines as praxis is
basically the formation of a ferninist conception of woman a s a category.
Muiiett's praxis is an expression of what feminists sharing her view
understand to be a shared commonality among women, including those
women who have yet to achieve a feminist consciousness.
What makes this third dimension of Mullett's perspective a h u e
praxis is that it involves not only envisioning a new feminite reality
within the confines of the existing social structure, but also an

imperative to act out a s if the desired system were already in place.56 Yet
again, Mullett fails to articulate what actions are entailed by this acting

out,and consequently her 'alternative human world' remains
unarticuiated. While Mullett fails to devise constructive guidelines for
defining a feminist ethics, she does offer a critical perspective describing

what a feminist ethics opposes. To search fixther for constructive
proposais defuiing a feminite ethic, 1 turn now to Alison Jaggar's

perspective.

Jaggar qualifies feminite ethics as theory which 'seeks to identify
and challenge dl those ways, overt but more often and more perniciously
covert, in which western ethics has excluded women or rationalized their
s u b o r d i n a t i ~ n . "According
~~
to Jaggar the goal of feminite ethics is to
'offer both practical guides to action and theoretical understandings of
the nature of morality that do not, overtly or covertly, subordinate the
interests of any woman or group of women to the interests of any other
individual or gro~p."~'
Jaggar furthers her defuition of feminite ethics
and its goals by spec-g

'minimum conditions of adequacy for any

approach to ethics that purports to be f e m i n i ~ t . " ~ ~
The first of these minimum conditions, Jaggar claims, is that

approaches to ethics, to be counted a s ferninite, must provide action

guides that serve to challenge the subordination of women. She also
suggests that such an approach to ethics must be 'an extension of

''Alison M. Jaggar,YFeministEthics: Some Issues For The Nineties," in
Susan O h and Jane Mansbridge, eds., Feminism S c b o l s of Thought in
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politics rather than a retreat from itOn6O The emphasis Jaggar places on

the political nature of feminite ethics is certainly not uncommon, in that
most feminists who share her orientation offer similar conditions.
But this consistency in the feminite approach to ethics exposes a
fundamental diffculty, one having to do with the fact that almost
everyone in society is 'subordinated' in one sense or another. To view all

such subordination through an gendered political lens is to distort social
reality. Oppression, or unjust subordination of uidividuals or groups, is

a multifaceted social problem that involves issues such as race,
econornic class, educational level, age, health, and ethnicity, to name but

a few. A n ethics focushg on just one of these social injustices obscures
the relevance of other such problems.
Jaggar's concems are valid, and the oppression of women is
certainly not void of political implication;nevertheless an exclusive or
even primary focus on one particular form of oppression renders the
moral theorkt unaware or inattentive to other forms of oppression.
Jaggar can counter this criticism, showing a concern with all forms of
oppression, even if maintaining one problem at a tirne. This cornmon
sense sort of counter seems pragmatic and well-founded. Such a
response, however, refuses to view social oppression as a multifaceted

problem. The scales of social justice are not a simple balance between
genders. The scale is multi-dimensional, and striking a balance requires

the theorist to weigh d sides of injustice. To tip the scdes only in favor
of one oppressed group upsets all others, thereby furthering oppression.

Feminites claim that a feminite ethics is not concemed only with
the oppression of women, but also with the oppression of all subjugated

and underprivileged groups. Of course, a question that remains a s to
why these thinkers label their approach a 'feminist' ethics. Many feminist
theonsts do express concern for the oppression of other groups.
Nevertheless, their approach remains lacking, for it fails to represent all
oppressed groups.
Jaggar's requirement of 'action guidesy-that serve to empower

women-are

most fitting for a political movement which openly

represents the interests of women. However, to demand that such a
requirement be met by ethical theory is to jeopardize the founding role of
ethics in society. If aU other groups were to follow the lead offered by

thinkers who advocate a feminite ethics, dialogue in moral theory would
soon be fUed with all forms of hyphenated ethics. The danger posed by

the feminite approach to ethics is that it threatens to render moral
theory indistinguishable fkom identity politics.

Jaggar's 'second requirement for feminite ethics is that it should
be equipped to handle moral issues in both the so-called public and

private d ~ r n a i n s . " ~This
'
requirement serves to merentiate femuiite
ethics from those feminine approaches to ethics which offer moral theory
distinguishable d o n g the public/private divide. The difnculw with her
suggestion is that it has the potential to limit the applicability of feminite
ethics by discounting the role of emotion in moral deliberation. In other
words, if Jaggar does away with the private/ public dichotomy, she will
have to explain how indürerent or 'uncaring' moral agents are to
understand their duty or obligation to others.

The final requirement stipulated by Jaggar is that a 'feminite
ethics must take the moral experience of all women seriously, though
not, of course, ~ n c r i t i c a l l y . "This
~ ~ requirement senres to qualify feminite
ethics as being critical of i n c o n p e n t features of competing feminist
perspectives without discounting such perspectives outright.
Consequently, this requirement ensures wide ideological support for
feminite ethics by refusing to dwell upon differentiation that would
polernicize ferninist perspectives.

Ferninite ethics, a s proposed by Sherwin, Mullett, and Jaggar, are
supportive of the empowerment of women by virtue of the criticism these
respective theories offer on various forms of oppression that afTect
women. Unfortunately, these theories lack a base upon which to build a
theoretical perspective that would serve to include women's experience in

constructing moral theoq, as they tend to reject all appeals to the
'distinctive voice of women'. While much of the criticism these femiriists
present is justifiable moral criticism, it fails to constitute a moral theory
because it lacks constructive proposals.

Thinkers advocating a Yeminite ethics' fail to articulate how in
'positive terms' such an ethic is to be constructed. 1 therefore turn to the
ferninirie approach to ethics as offered by the prominent femlliist
thinkers Carol Gilligan, Virginia Held, Neli Noddings, and Sara Ruddick.

This approach will describe a way in which the moral experiences of
women can be included in the development of ethical theory.
Gilligan's approach to moral theory is premised on her belief that
distinct psychological difllerences exist between the sexes and that these
differences ought not to be obscured in moral theory. Her conviction is
highlighted in the following passage:
Women's moral judgments thus elucidate the pattern
observed in the description of the developmental differences
between the sexes, but they also provide an alternative
conception of m a t u r i e by which these Merences can be

assessed and their implications traced. The psychology of
women that has consistently been described as distinctive in
its greater orientation toward relationships and
interdependence implies a more contextual mode of
judgment and a different moral understanding. Given the
differences in women's conceptions of self and morality,
women bring to the life cycle a different point of view and
order human experience in terms of difllerent priorities.63

Gilligan argues that accepting these merences and recognizing
the worth of both sides of this dichotomy can serve only to enrich moral
however, does not articulate what such a moral theory
t h e o ~ y .Gilligan,
~~
would resemble; it is not her task to do so. Her study is focused on an
analysis of the respective psychological merences in moral development
of males and fernales. Gilligan offers a basic characterization of women's
moral experience which she refers to as an 'ethic of care'.

Gilligan's 'ethic of care' is rooted i
n a relational ontology, described
as a "nonhierarchicalvision of human connection."" According to

Gilligan,in order to accommodate women's moral experience the ethical
theorist must be able to interpret these experiences in terms familiar to
women. She argues that 'relationships, when cast in the image of

hierarchy, appear inherently unstable and morally problematic, their

63CarolGilligan, In A Different Voice (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1982),22.

transposition into the image of web changes an order of inequality into a
structure of interconnection. ""
It is important to note that Gilligan does not view a focus on care
to be the exclusive property of women; she readily admits that some men
in her studies express an ethic of care. Nevertheless, Gilligan maintains

that women mostly are predisposed to view moral deliberation by way of

an ethic of care, while men tend to express an 'ethic of justice'. In
Gilligan's estimation,

The moral imperative that emerges repeatedly in i n t e ~ e w s
with women is an injunction to care, a responsibility to

discern and deviate the 'real and recognizable trouble" of
this world. For men,the moral imperative appears rather as
an injunction to respect the rights of others and thus to
protect fkom interference the rights to life and selffdfïl~nent.~~
For Gilligan, an ethic of care amounts to an ability to tie together

the concepts of 'relationship and re~ponsibility'.~~
In Gilligan's view, the
morally mature woman arrives at a moral judgment by considering which
persons will be affected by her decision and how they will be affected.
While Gilligan does not attempt to articulate constnictive proposais at a
theoretical level, she does offer a description of a general base upon

which an 'ethic of care' can be founded. This ethic of care is not defined
simply in negative terms, such as describing it as an ethic that does not

confirie women's moral experience to Kohlberg's stage theory. Gilligan
also provides a general characterization of the way in which women

arrive a t moral deliberation.
Some feminists are critical of Gilligan's approach, claiming that her

correlation of empirical evidence with mord claims risks rendering

'women's distinctive voice' a product of biological determirii~rn.~~
Such a
view is problematic for feminists, who are wary of appealing to a female
essentialism, as it could contribute to a further devaluation of women's
perspectives in moral theory.

This criticism is somewhat misplaced, as Gilligan's view does not
commit her to biological determinism in an absolute sense. Social
conditioning as well as biological influence can be posited as factors
contributing to Gilligan's empirical fïndings. Gilligan's view contributes
constructive proposais that define the foundationd constitution of an

'ethic of care', upon which thinkers such as Virginia Held attempt to
further the 'ethic of care'.
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Held supports GilLigan's conclusions. She also maintains that
'when one listens to the moral reasoning of women, one can discern
ways of interpreting moral problems and of organizing possible responses
to them that are different from any of the established moral approaches,

includùig ~ohlberg's."'~Like most feminist thinkers, Held is critical of
the abstraction expressed in traditional approaches to moral theory and
suggests that women's concern with context serves to enlighten moral
judgment.

Held argues that moral theory must recognize women's moral
experience as distinct and seek to accommodate these diverse

experiences in its constniction. Irrespective of whether moral experience
is conditioned by biology or by social factors, Held believes that "as long

as women and men expenence Merent problems and a s long as
differences of approach to moral problems are apparent, moral theory
ought to reflect the experience of women as fully as it reflects the
experience of men."71
While Held is critical of traditional approaches (sometimes referred
to by feminists as 'ethics of justice), she insists that in some contexts

'Virginia Held, Feminist Morality (Chicago:The University of Chicago
Ress, 1993),65.
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this ethic is stiU worthwhile. Held suggests '
a more pluralistic view of

ethics, recognizing that we need a division of moral labour employing
different moral approaches for different domains

. . . ."'*

In other words,

while an 'ethic of care' may be of service in governlig life in the private
sphere, an 'ethic of justice' may better suit the public sphere.
Yet, this position does not necessarily entail an 'ethic of care'
devoid of principles, nor an 'ethic of justice' without are.^^ In Held's
version of an 'ethic of care', the 'fimdamental social relation is that

between mother or mothering person and ~hild."'~This relation serves
as a guide for moral judgment, providing the agent with an example of
primary care. Held argues that the mothering person-child model is more

suitable in contexts in which persons are neither of equal ability, nor
power. The 'autonomous man' model is viewed to be inappropriate by
Held in situations of inequality.

It certainly does not make sense to think of the mother-child
relationship as bound by terms of some sort of contract. Clearly, an
'ethic of justice' can be unsuitable in goveming intimate relations, just as

an 'ethic of care' can be inappropriate in dealing with international

conflicts. Once again, 1 stress that my position does not entail that the
private sphere is to be governed by care without principles, or that the
public sphere is to be void of care. Rather, 1 suggest that different
approaches may be more suitable in M e r e n t contexts. Held provides
persuasive argument in support of a division of 'moral labor'; however,
she fails to articulate what defines her 'ethics of care'.
Held proposes that familial relations ought to be based not on
contract, but rather on care and concem; yet she does not offer any sort
of description of this concern and care. This shortcornhg is made more
evident in the following passage:

The relation between mothering person and child, hardly
understandable in contractual terms, is a more fundamental
human relation and may be a more promising one on which
to build our recommendations for the future than is any
relation between rational contractors. We should look to the
relation between mothering person and child for suggestions
of how better to describe such society as we now havesï5
There can be no denying that a society which adopts a moral code
developed by recommendations based upon the mother-child relational
standard would be a caring society. For Held to articulate these
recommendations, she would have to explain in concrete terms why
persons would be willing to adopt a caring predisposition toward
individuals with whom they share no relation. While persons in deeply

caring relationships may not need a description of what mutual

contractual obligations, assured cooperation between persons with no
emotive attachment and no contract seems unlikely.
Ne1 Noddings's version of

ari

'ethic of care' shares many of the

theoretical features exhibited in Held's view. Noddings describes her
'ethic of care' as relational and based primarily on care. Further, she

maintains that women's moral experience is distinct and that it is not
accommodated within traditional approaches to ethics.

What differentiates Noddings's approach fkom that of Held and
Gilligan is an 'ethic of care' that is superior to an 'ethic of justice.' In

Caring, she writes,
To say, 'It is wrong to cause pain needlessly," contributes
nothing by way of knowledge and can hardly be thought
likely to change the attitude or behaviour of one who might
ask, W h y is it wrong?" . . . . At the foundation of moral
behaviour . . . is feeling or sentiment. But, further, there is
cornmitment to remain open to that feeling, to remember it,
and to put one's thinking in its s e m i ~ e . ~ ~
I n response to Noddings's suggestion that emotion is of priméuy
importance to moral theory, Held makes the following counter-claim:
Caring may be a weak defence against arbitrary decisions,

and the person cared for may find the relation more
satisfactory in various respects if both persons, but
especially the person caring, are guided to some extent by

'%el Noddings, Caring: A Ferninine Approach to Ethics and Moral
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principles concerning obligations and rights.77
Even if Noddings's notion of sentiment as the true foundation of
morality is accepted, she would need to make m e r argument to
establish justification for thinking this foundation to be of greater
importance than constructive moral principles. For thinkers who believe
motivation to be of moral signifcance, the notion of sentiment as the
founding core of m o r w is not contentious.

To elevate the role of emotions in moral deliberations over and
above the importance of principles is highly contentious, for it risks the
dangers of relativism. To this charge Noddings replies:

The one caring, clearly, applies "nghv and "wrong" most
confidently to her own decisions. This does not . . . make
her a relativist. The caring attitude that lies at the heart of
all ethical behaviour is uni~ersal.~~
Noddings' understanding of caring presupposes an optimistic view of
human relations. Indeed, she goes so f a r as to suggest that 'the impulse
Noddings is
to act in behalf of the present other is itself in~~ate."~'

unwilling to accept that persons are capable of executing excessively

"Virginia Held, FeBinist Morality (Chicago: The University of Chicago
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cruel acts while claiming that they care, or that persons can care for
those in immediate relation, even while dealing unjustly with others.
Noddings' devaluation of the role of principles in moral deliberation
is a problematic feature of her 'ethic of care'. However, she contributes
to the task at hand, offering a greater description of 'constructive
proposals' which shape an 'ethic of care'. These proposals are
constructive in the sense that they are more clearly defined. Noddings
qualifies her approach for arriving at moral judgment in the following
passage:

. . . when 1 make a moral judgment 1am doing more than
simply expressing approval or disapproval. 1 am both
expressing my own cornmitment to behave in a way
compatible with caring and appealing to the hearer to
consider what he is doing. . . I certainly mean to express my
own cornmitment, and [to explain that] not only do 1 feel this
way but that our family does, that our community does, that
our culture d ~ e s . ~ '

Noddings defines her 'ethics of care' as being an innate expression of
care which is conditioned, in part, by social environment. Noddings
maintains that the impulse to care is innate, but that this innate
potential must be directed by those within the moral agent's social
environment.

I n m y view, such an ethic would encounter diff?culty in situations
where cares collide, and in relations devoid of care. Noddings' response
to this sort of criticisrn is to suggest that 'for one who feels nothuig,
directly or by remembrance, we must prescnbe re-education or exile."'l
While many persons may need re-education and some may deserve exile,

Noddings must explain why persons are m o r d y obligated to 'feel
something' towards persons to whom they are simply indifferent.
Noddings comrnents: "1 feel the moral 'Imust' when I recognize

that my response wiU either enhance or dimùiish my ethical ideal."82
Many persons, not only ones needing re-education or deserving exile,

would fuid this explanation simply insufncient. To devise moral theory
that is limited to instances in which persons care is to render it
inapplicable to much of public life.
When measured against universalist moral theories, the various
forms of an 'ethic of care' seem insufficient in terms of applicability.
While many persons would concede that a more canng society is a better

society, most persons understarid such ambitions as utopian.
Nevertheless, ferninine approaches to ethics do offer a general base upon
which to make demands for the inclusion of women's moral experience in

devising theory. Such a base is not found in ferninite approaches to
ethics, as these approaches remain primarily political and because they

refuse to identify with any form of female essentidism.
The applicability of an ethic of care may be corifined to moral
deliberation within the private sphere; however,this fact does not
discount the plausibility of such an ethic providing an important
conditioning influence on moral agents in the public sphere. In other
words, individuals raised in a caring environment may be capable of
greater 'care' in a moral deliberation when it is also primarily guided by

the principles of an ethic ofjustice. 1 am suggesting that a
comprehensive moral theory would accommodate both an ethics of care

and a n ethics of justice.

Chaptet Three

A reconciliation of 'ethics of case' and 'ethics of justice'
Feminists of the feminine persuasion are provided with a strong

base upon which to argue for the inclusion of emotional considerations

i
n moral judgment.This base is constituted by the claim that women,
either by nature, nurture, or both, have a greater capacity to

understand,identify with, and participate in the act of 'caring.'
In keeping with a relational ontology, as weU as epistemic

proposais that suggest the incorporation of the distinctive expenences of
women, feminine approaches to ethics emphasize the role of emotion in

moral deliberation. The way in which traditional ethics tend to eelevate

the role of 'impartial reason' in arriving at moral decisions is critiqued by
most feminists as a distortion of judgment.A n alternative feminist
perspective takes the reason/emotion dichotomy as artificial, and claims

that both human capacities ought to be employed in moral d e l i b e r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
I support this view, seeing both emotion and reason as components of

moral judgment, serving as the ground for a reconciliation between the
'ethics of care' and the 'ethics of justice'.

83KathleenWallace, "Reconstmcting Judgment:Emotion and Moral
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The various forms of traditional moral theory-deontological ethics,
utilitarianism, and contractarianism-all emphasize the role of 'impartial
reason' as a heuristic means of arriving at moral judgment. Impartial
reason is employed by these theories as a basis for a calculation of the
utility of an act for society, for an application of the terms describing a

universal categorical imperative, and for a description of the basis upon

which contractual terms are to be devised. The role of impartial reason
in these theories is certainly not without its merit, and it does in many
instances accord with an intuitive sense of 'fainiess'.

The application of impartial reason in moral judgment cannot be
discounted, since without it, neither principles, law, nor theory can be
developed. To discount impartial reason altogether in moral deliberation
would render judgment an inconsistent and arbitrary expression of
sentiment. The feminist critique of the employment of impartial reason

in moral deliberation does not seek to exclude it entirely, but rather
attempts to expose the way in which traditional approaches have been
prejudiced against the function of emotion in moral judgement.

Diana Tietjens Meyers describes the objective of feminist criticism
as follows:
[It islnot to fuid reasons to repudiate impartial reason but
rather to argue that it is best viewed as part of a repertory of
reflective capacities that aiso includes empathy-based
reflection and dissident speech and that each of these

capacities makes a distinctive contribution to moral
refle~tion.~~
Ferninists such as Meyers seek to form new conceptualizations of moral
judgment that can accommodate the 'impartiality' of reason as weii as

the informed selectivity of emotion. By using the phrase 'informed
selectivity', 1 mean to describe the way in which emotion can serve to
provide the moral agent w i t h criteria-other than impartiality-upon

which to base a decision. In arriving at mord judgment emotion can offer
epistemic pridege by discrjminating between what is-and
not-relevant

what is

in considering emotions.

The controversy regarding the roles of reason and emotion in moral
deliberation constitutes an epistemic problem. Some feminists, namely
those who advocate a ferninine approach to ethics, attempt to establish

the inclusion of emotive considerations in moral judgment and theoq.
Most feminists are supportive of such attempts, especidy feminists of

the feminine persuasion because thek perspective is founded on the
premise that the distinct (subjective and often emotional) experiences of

women offer epistemic privilege. These feminists argue that women
possess an enlightened view in moral matters by virhie of the fact that

their lives, for various reasons, are characterized by their capacity to

"Diana Tietjens Meyers, 'Moral Reflection: Beyond Impartial Reason."
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'care' for others.
Kathieen Wallace offers the following argument in support of the

role of emotion in moral deliberation:
Objectivity in morality has to do with identification and
assessrnent of what is relevant to a moral (or legal) "verdict"
(andrnay include feelings, emotions, preferences, and the
like). The key concept is relevance, not impartiality or
perspectivelessness. "Imparfiality"is a specific
epistemological, moral, or legal value or standard. Whether it
has anything to do with 'objectivity" depends on the context.
It may, in some contexts, identify what is relevant, but in
others it rnay not and rnay even obscure what is relevant.
Feeling and emotion select and rnay be "objective." What
matters is what and how they select, not that they are
selective. Of course, this approach to "objectivi~will not
guarantee the correctness of an emotional judgment; it
would just allow it a fair hearing.85

I n her argument Wallace suggests that 'relevance' is the key to
understanding how emotion serves in moral deliberation. Her point is
strong: relevance is a good criterion by which to gauge whether or not
some factor ought to be included in the search to know'. While feelings
rnay be entirely irrelevant to matters conceming the physical laws of
nature, it would seem intuitively correct to accommodate Yeelings' in
both societal laws and social conventions, since human subjects are

sentient beings whose feelings are of direct relevance in moral
deliberation.

"Kathleen Wallace, YReconstructingJudgment: Emotion and Moral
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Some may argue that the question of whether an act is morally
good or right has nothing to do with how someone feels. In the case of
deontological ethics, it is argued that 'impartial reason' is to inform us as
to which duties we are to fuüill,regardless of any emotional dictates.
Wallace's counter to this sort of criticism is to daim that she does not
seek to discount duties or moral prescriptives informed by way of

impartial reason, but rather maintairis that "excluding feeling or
sympathy as judicative defines judgment too n a r r ~ w l y . " ~ ~
Waliace argues for a reconceptualization of judgment, in which
judgments a r e understood to be made by the 'self-an individual, rather
than that individual's faculty of reason or emotion alo~ie.~~
She denies
outright the reason/emotion dichotomy in the process of judging.
Judgrnent, for Wallace, is not even necessarily cognitive; it cari be
asserted through action that is prirnarily expressed by e r n ~ t i o nWallace
.~~
contends that a
' f d u r e to be explicit about principles is not by defdtion
a greater moral failure than a failure to feel in certain ~ a y s . " ~ ~

Emotions are not without cognitive content, and much cognitive

activity involves emotions. Whüe the emotion/reason dichotomy may be
well-founded in relation to physical pleasures and abstract reasoning,

the dichotomy is not so evident in moral deliberation. Thinkers such as
Waliace are expected to be able to articulate the manner in which moral

judgments -- which involve both reason and emotion -- are to be
validated and j~stified.~'

Wallace concedes that her position does not live up to the above
criterion, but suggests that her perspective opens dialogue which could
move toward the construction of an adequate moral theorygLWhile such

dialogue can contribute to the creation of an 'adequate moral theory',
thinkers such as Wallace may hnd themselves unable to articulate how
emotion can function in an 'objective' way. To attempt to 'jus*'

or

tralidate' moral judgments that involve emotion may be difficult for the

same reasons that is diffcult to explain to others the shade of green one
describes as olive.

Diana Tietjens Meyers takes a position on this matter siailar to
Wallace's. She describes a moral deliberator "as a self that draws o n
empathic and dissident capacities, as well as on impartial rational

Wallace, 76.
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ones."92 Critical of the Rawlsian-type of 'uninimensional rational
deliberator', Meyers advocates moral judgments that do not 'calcify into
absolute principles' and which enhances the possibility of moral
r e f ~ r m . ' ~Meyers adds the foIlowing:
By replacing the monistic moral subject with a complex
moral subject capable of empathy-based reflection and
dissident speech, we can capture a uniqueness in the
distinctive blend of an Uidividual's moral capacities and
resources. Though it is necessary, of course, to set
parameters of toleration for individuality, it is a mistake to
seek a universal moral calculus. Not only is m o r d reflection
messier, it is also more vital and more fascinating than many
philosophers have heretofore t h o ~ g h t . ~ ~

In Meyers' view, the moral subject is able to make mord
judgments employing both the capacities to reason and to empathize is
better equipped than is the moral deliberator, who depends on impartial
reason alone. The underlying epistemic claim in Meyers' perspective is
that the capacity to empathiz-to

perceive another's emotion-offers

insight in determirhg the moral worth of an act.

The task for feminists supportive of Meyers is to substantiate the
emotional component in moral deliberation without appealing to female
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essentialism. To do othemise is to be vulnerable to the charge that men

are able to recognize the crucial role that emotion plays in moral
judgment and that the development of an 'adequate moral theory' does
not necessitate the inclusion of women's experience as such. In other
words, a sound moral theory, one that accounts adequately for emotion
can be devised in gender-neutral terms. Most feminists oppose the

development of moral theory in gender-neutral terms. Their wony is that
gender-neutrality in moral theory results in a failure to attend to the

unique forms of oppression faced by women and that such neutrality
masks a pervasive male bias.
A M e r difficulty with Meyers' perspective is that it lacks a
description of the way in which moral judgments-med

at by

employing the capacity to empathize-cari be evaluated. Like Wallace,
Meyers needs to explain how one is to ernpathize in the nght way.

Wallace and Meyers may have produced persuasive argument in support
of the inclusion of emotion in devising moral theory,but they have not
provided a description of what would constitute an 'adequate moral
theory'.

The underlying epistemic daim found in the 'ferninine' argument is
that the gender of the knower is epistemically relevant-that

women by

virtue of their gender (andall of the qualities it entails) have a special

insight into morality. Feminists who refuse to appeal to this sort of
feminine essentialism need to explain how the feminist perspective offers
epistemic insight not found in traditional forms of mord theory.
The problematic involved in appealing, or fading to appeal, to a
female essentialism is crucial, for it identifies the fundamental ditference
between the feminine and the feminite approach to ethics. While the
femùiite meets theoretical difficulty in the task of definhg her ontological

and epistemological stance, the feminine approach is hampered by
political cnticism. This political cnticism suggests that advocating a
female essentialism at any theoretical level inevitably contributes to the
oppression of women.
As noted in Chapter One of this thesis, Lorraine Code argues

that

i d e a k g feminine traits on an epistemic level is hazardous, in that it
can limit women's knowiedge to matters related to the feminine. Code
suggests that this limitation and categorization of women's knowledge
serves to devalue the perspectives of women, by unjustifiably defining
women's lmowledge claims as features of a relatively unimportant private
sphere.

Joan Ringelheirn makes a similar criticism: stating, "If we glonfy

the ferninine fiom a presumably feminite perspective, how do we avoid

valorizing oppression in order to criticize and organize against it?"96Yet

another example of this sort of politically-oriented criticism is made by
Claudia Card, who asks whether "in articulating the ethic of care[,jis
Gilligan picking up on something in women's voices genuinely analogous
to what Nietzsche heard, or thought he heard, in Christianie
-something

he identified as a slave rn~rality?"~'

These criticisms of the feminine approach to ethics suggest is that
attributing characteristics or qualities stereotypically associated with the
'ferninine' threatens to further women's oppression expressed and
exhibited precisely in characteristics. These qualities -- sometimes

referred to as komanly virtues' -- are suspect for thinkers who perceive
them as ide& of patriarchal social conditioning, designed for the sole
purpose of facilitating subservience.

While feminists critical of the feminine approach do not consider

the capacity to 'care' to be intrinsically harmful, they do wam against
establishing Yeminine' traits as ideal. The ferninite worry is that

valorizing Womanly virhies' risks the condemnation of women who do
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not meet this standard.Thus,for example, women who decide not to

have children are depicted as uncaring, selfish, not womanly, and

immoral.
Joy Kroeger-Mappes refers to this inequiv as the 'double bind.s8

Women are expected to adhere to both the ethic of rights as well as the
ethic of care-while

men, for the most part, are expected to adhere only

to the ethic of rights. To put it simply, Mappes correctly identifes the
fact that our society does not expect men to 'care'.
The historical and ongoing oppression of women needs to be a
primary moral/social concem. The fact that women have endured all
forms of abuse and exploitation condemns society as a whole, and the
institutions upon which socieq is built. This oppression is particularly
repugnant when one considers that women which have done the most for
others in terms of self-sacfice while suffering oppression to the greatest
extent.
1 am in complete agreement with the feminist assertion that the

oppression of women is a moral concern. The moral experiences of
women have epistemic import and ought to be accommodated by moral
theory. Nevertheless, 1maintain that the founding of a moral perspective

"Joy Kroeger-Mappes, The Ethic of Care vis-a-vis the Ethic of Rights: A
Problem for Contemporary Moral Theory." Hypatia vol. 9, no. 3 (Summer
1994). 124.

on any fonn of social oppression distorts moral judgment. The difficulty
with the ferninite-as

opposed to the ferninine-

approach to ethics is

that it mistakenly introduces political interest and strategies into the
realm of epistemology and moral theory.
Code is correct in her claim that epistemology can have a political
dynamic; the history of science is marked with various examples of how
political interests have impeded the acquisition of knowledge. However,

in no way does this support Code's critique of female essentialism as
hazardous for epistemology. A social devaluation of the role of emotion in
coming to 'know' does not discount the validity of such a notion. Nor
should it.
Ringelheim's point-which

questions how the feminine is to be

valorized without in tum valorizùig the oppression out of which it has
been defined-simply

illustrates the difficulty in. articulating a ferninine

approach to ethics. The danger to which she refers exists, but it does not
constitute justitication for a rejection of an appeal to female essentialism.
Claudia Card's association of female essentialism with Nietzsche's 'slave
moralîty' is illustrative of how viewing moral theory exclusively through a
political lens can distort a perspective. There are many parallels that cari
be drawn between 'female humility' and 'Christian humility,' but this is

really beside the point.

The fact that making a moral judgment can divest an individual of
social status is not relevant in assessing the moral worth of a judgment.
Such judgment may constitute bad business or bad politics, even though

it cari be a good mord judgment. Christian prescriptions regarding
forgiveness may disadvantage the f a i m economically or politically, but

this situation does not affect the moral worth of such teachings.

The challenge facing advocates of 'ferninite ethics' rests o n whether
they can present a sustainable argument that incorporates both moral
and political theory. AU political theories (andmovements) make

reference and are in a way connected to some moral theory.Many of the
concerns that find their way into moral theory are often quite politicallycharged. For this reason, it is difficult at times to keep political interest
out of issues moral theory.
Specific political interests tend to manifest bias (expressed by
whatever group defuies itself in relation to that interest). 1 contend that
such bias obscures moral judgment because of its focus on simply one
form of injustice. Thinkers who concem themselves with moral theory

are required to speak to, and for, all of those within their cornrnunity.

Moral theory must be concerned with social justice-that
members of society.

is justice for all

A politics, on the other hand, is fkee to endorse a specific group

and present argument aimed a t empowering such a group. The bias
inherent in politicai movements is explicit and the primaq duty of

leaders is to establish and ensure the special interests of their
constituency. This situation does not entail that the rights of others are
to be intentiondy violated by these leaders. Nevertheless, when the
nghts of others oppose the rights or privileges of their group most
political leaders ultimately serve their own group.
Political and moral theory -- as opposed to politics as activity -- is
required to be impartial. These theones are to devise social structure

provide all citizens with an equal measure of justice. O n a theoretical
level, it is not possible to devise a social structure that empowers one
group without disadvantaging another. Attempts to compensate for
social inequ*

can result only in complicating an already complex

problem as the identity of those oppressed is in continual flux.For

instance,the historical oppression of women changes with t k e . This
sort of change cannot be accounted for by a feminist politic which
generalizes the category of kromen'.
The feminite approach to ethics is merely politics. Refusing to
define the founding tenets of a comesponding ontology or epistemology,
feminite approaches to ethics amount to critical proposais designed to

expose male bias in traditional moral theory. Some of these proposds
are potentidy constructive, in that they inspire new dialogue which may
eventuate in promising alternative perspectives. However, due to the
fundamental political focus that emphasizes the 'empowerment of
women', the feminite approach to ethics remains a political movement,

one that is willing to sacrifice 'social justice' in situations where it may
coîlide with ferninite goals of empowerment.
The ferninine approach faces a dinerent set of difficulties. Its
crucial challenge is to its applicability to, or at least establish some form
of connection with, the public sphere. Most ethical theorkts will concede

that intimate relations are not suitably dealt with under the
prescriptions offered by the 'ethics of rights/ justice'. Conversely, the
ferninine approach to ethics, with its emphasis on a relational ontology

and a 'caring' moral agent, does seem suitable for the private sphere.

The true challenge facing the 'ethic of care' cornes fiom critics who,
while wUhg to accept the viability of an ethic of care serving the private
sphere, nonetheless maintairi that such a n ethic is inapplicable in the
public sphere. These cntics simply do not believe that care can be

legislated. The c l a h they make is not that 'care' does not exist in the
public sphere, but rather that care in the public sphere tends to be
confuied within sub-social categories such as race, class, religion, and

ethnicity. Of course, there are exceptions to this general

rule-enlightened individuals are capable of recognizing cornmonality
within a diverse society and exhibit a corresponding positive sentiment.

However, history would suggest that social tolerance is contingent upon
an abundance of goods (i.e. standard of living).
While a moral agent may depend on 'an ethic of care' for moral

deliberation within the private sphere, there would undoubtedly be times

when a n ethic of justice would have to be invoked withiri that same
sphere. As Virginia Held suggests in the following passage,
Justice is badly needed in the famiy as weLi as in the state:
in a more equitable division of labor between women and
men in the household, in the protection of vulnerable family
members and respect for their individuality. In the practice
of caring for children or the elderly, justice requires us to
avoid paternalistic and maternalistic do~nination.~~

'Care'without d e s or principles can be exploitive and oppressive, even
in the private sphere.

n
This inclusion of moral judgment guided by an ethic of justice i

the private sphere is neither a new nor contentious idea. Most thinkers
would readily concede that an ethic of care and an ethic of justice can be
reconciled within the private sphere.Yet, the difficulties of devising a
way in which the same could be done in the public sphere remain.

virginia Held, 'Symposium O n Care and Justice: The Meshing of Care
and Justice." Hypatiu vol.10, no.2 (Spring 1995): 129.

Jean P. Rumsey suggests that 'the perspective of both justice and
care are independently n e c e s s q for an adequate understanding of

moral experience, in private' as well as 'public' contexts."loORumsey
contends that the justice/care dichotomy can be avoided by leaniing

how to uemployboth orientations to inform practice ... to forward ideals
of justice through caring work. " 'O1

While the position Rumsey takes is appealing, it is in need of
further articulation. Like other feminists who seek to reconcile care with
justice, Rumsey assumes that care already exists. This is a relatively safe

assumption since care exists in the private realm but yet not so in the
public. Before arguing in support for reconciling care and justice,
Rumsey must establish the existence of care in the public sphere.

The various versions of an 'ethic of care' discussed in this thesis
are all based ontologically on some form of intimate relation, be it
mother-child, marital, or friendship-based. AU of these relations are
primarily defhed within the private sphere. Rumsey's perspective
entails taking the conception of care conceived of in the private sphere
and applying it to the public. 1am not at odds with such ambition, but I

'?Jean P. Rumsey,"Justice, Care, and Questionable Dichotomies."
Hypatia vol. 12, no. 1 (Winter 1997): 100.

do maintain that care discussed in a public contexts needs to be
qualified-that

is, it must be ontologically-based.

To understand how care is facilitated in the public sphere several
distinctions need to be made. Care c m be grouped in three generd
ways, which 1 refer to as primal, relational, and abstracted. %al

care'

is evidenced in the care expressed by most mothers towards their

infants. It seems obvious that this form of care is a manifestation of

nature,for without it, the human species would not have sumived.
Prima1 care does not owe its existence to social conditioning and is
readily found expressed in the private sphere.
While this basic form of care primarily belongs to the private

sphere, it is of vital importance to the public sphere. Historically, women
have contributed to all societies by extending care and guidance to their
children. In this way,women have indirectly introduced the ethic of care
to the public sphere. The value of this social contribution is crucial, for

the child benefitted by this care is more likely to follow the prescriptions
of an ethic of justice in the public sphere, and more importantly, such a
child is more iriclined to extend care to others in this sphere. In contrast,

children tho have not received familial care, but iristead, endured
cruelv, are far more likely to violate prescriptions of justice and are less

likely to care for others. Evidence in support of these factual claims can

be recognized in the diverse experiences of Me. While some may contest
these claims and cite instances that constitute an exception to the
general rule, the precepts of common sense support these conclusions.
The value of primal care in the public sphere is immeasurable,
even though it goes unnoticed and unappreciated for the most part.

Individuals enter the public sphere with the capacity to empathize, due
largely to this contribution made by women. Prima1 care is thus extended
into the public sphere and can be understood to serve as a foundation
for an ethic of justice.
The second form of care is categorized as 'relational care'

-- a care

found among relatives and fkiends. Relational care is founded within the
private sphere and is also transferred ulto the public sphere to an extent.
Extended networks of relatives and fiends contribute to a sense of
community. Much like primal care, relational care serves as a foundation
for an ethic of justice in the public sphere in virtue of its contribution to

the development of a communal sentiment.
I n addition to the migration of persons capable of care or empathy

in the public sphere (viathe ethic of care in the private sphere), there
remains a need for social mechanisms which can propagate and
maintain care within the public sphere -- a formidable challenge for
societies constituted by disparate identities and values. The third form of

care is intended to compensate for the challenge that Merence presents.
1 refer to this form of care as an 'abstracted care.' It is defined by the

capacity of individuals to identify with and adopt a caring predisposition
towards persons with whom they share no intimate relation.

This abstracted care is primarily motivated by a sense of
community, expressed in varying degrees among individuals, as well as

within entire communities themselves. While some enlightened
individuals can feel abstracted care, not only for other persons, but also
for other species, many persons lack this sensibility. Abstracted care is
further psychologicdy limited by its dependency upon a relatively high
standard of Living. Such care tends to be minimized when persons are
faced with the ravages of poverty.

Another challenge facing abstracted care is the economic,
religious, and political divisions found within societies. Individuah who
i d e n q with those groupings tend to view their respective interests as
opposed in many instances. The resulting social tensions further
entrench the Merences amongst these groups and serve to limit the
capacity to care within the boundaries of these sub-social affüiations.

If care is to be reconciled with justice within the public sphere, it

must be developed in the form of abstracted care. Prima1 and relational
care may produce 'good' citizens, but abstracted care is needed to form a

sense of community. Without a sense of community, the public sphere is

destined to adopt an ethic of 'non-interference' at best, and some form of
totalitarianism at worst. For some, 'non-interference'may seem 'fair',

but for others, it is tantamount to, for instance, one having the right to
starve without state or individual interference. 1contend that 'justice'
does not equate with non-interference and that social cohesion is
dependent, both, upon the empathetic capacities of individuals and the
state, or community.
The categorization of care as primal, relational, and abstracted
provides a clearer illustration of the way in which care supports justice

in the public sphere, externally as well as intemally. However, it is
important to note that the reconciliation of the care and justice
perspectives is primarily dependent upon abstracted care. Unless a
society expresses an adequate degree of commonality in the form of
identity and values, care cannot exist. While abstracted care has the

potential to be extended internationally, it is limited in this same
manner.

The public reconciliation of the care and justice perspectives
requires the existence of all three forms of care. The underlying
contention is simply that an ethic of justice is an inadequate moral
theory on its own; the application of the justice perspective requires both

the existence of persons capable of empathy and a sense of community.

This reconciliation is not an integration of two distinct
principle-based theories. Rather,it is the application of principles
supported by a discriminating emotive content. Or, conversely it can be
understood as being social sentiment guided by pruiciples of justice. In
Rumsey's words,justice and care are 'different orientations reveahg
different aspects of moral renlity, as independent orientations, both
necessary in order to understand complex dimensions of moral
experience."'O2

The role that care plays in this reconciliation is diffcult to defuie.
Nevertheless, it can be identiued by simply evaluating whether persons

within a society have an empathetic capacity and whether care is
expressed by way of a sense of community. The difficulty of articulating

an 'ethic of care' has to do with the subjective nature of sentiment. Whde
'care' defies articulation in principled terms, it can be described in such
ontological terms as 'mother-child", or "Mendship-based care". In other
words, while principles cannot account for care, its origin can be
described by i d e n m g the relations which foster care.

'''Jean P. Rumsey, 'lJustice, Care, and Questionable Dichotomies."
Hypatia vol. 12, no. 1 (Winter 1997): 101.

By advocating the inclusion of emotive criteria in considering
moral judgement, the feminine approaches to ethics provide a basis for a
reconciliation between justice and care. The distinctive moral
experiences of women described by the feminine approach are
ontologically and epistemologically based on some form of care. In this

way, the feminine approach introduces the ethic of care into the public
sphere by way of transference from the private. This transference

n
supports the inclusion of the distinctive moral experiences of women i
moral theory. While this still situation does not provide grounds for

abstracted care-necessary

for the propagation and maintenance of a

sense of community-such

care is dependent upon other factors, which 1

shall note in the conclusion of this thesis.

Chapter Four

Conclusion
If we accept the notion that expenence is of vital importance in the

process of coming to know, then we rnust concede that the sex of the

knower (andin particular, the distinctive moral experience of women)

has epistemological irnport. The feminine approach to ethics is grounded
on the claim that women's moral experience is distinctive. From this
perspective, 1 have argued that these distinctive experiences entail a
femaie capacity (natural, or conditioned) to care/empathize with others.
This capacity is descnbed as a consequence of a relational ontology fkom

which originates the 'ethic of care'.
The inclusion of women's moral experience in the development of
moral theory is best served by the 'ethic of care', in &tue of the fact that

it provides an articulation of the distinctiveness of the female voice. In
describing this distinctiveness, the ethic of care lends a strong
epistemological and ontological base upon which feminists cari constnict
the& case for the representation of women's voice in moral theory.

In contrast, the ferninite approach to ethics does not provide a

strong epistemic and ontological base, the result of which is a reluctance
to appeal to any form of female essentidism. The ferninite approach

introduces a valuable criticism of traditional forms of moral theory and
describes the way in which gender bias has infiltrated theory. However,
as a result of a n emphasis on political concems, feminite approaches to

ethics do not articulate the requisite epistemic or ontological stance.

The ferninine approach to ethics can also be understood to serve
feminist concems in regards to the challenge of including women's
distinctive voice in devising societal agreement. The history of oppression
describes a specifzc group of women that has been exploited and
subjugated, and all proposed remedies to this social malaise must take
such specifici~into account. Social identity is multifaceted-several
divisive factors sente to define identity. For this reason, theory intended
to rid sociew of particular forms of oppression must be sensitive to all
social factors defining identiw.
The inclusion of women's moral experience in devising moral
theory (viathe ethic of care) c m be understood as a counter to the
specinc forms of oppression faced by many women. However, in order to
translate moral theov into the moral practice of a society, a level of

shared values must exist. The theory must be based on some cornmonly
shared tenets and it must identify what counts as virtue.
Historically, virtue has been associated with gender. While such
associations may be supported to an extent by biological determinism,

human adaptability ought not to be undervalued. Virtue need not be
associated with gender-courage is not the exclusive propem of the male
sex.

The ferninine approach to ethics, with its emphasis on the 'caring'

capacity, has been critiqued by some feminists as being supportive of a
conception of kroman' that entails adoption of m e s of subjugation.
While 1 can appreciate the feminite political concern i
n regard to the
subjugation of women, 1 contend that virtues are to be defuied without
reference to questions of empowerment. I n other words, whatever quality
a society identifies as W h i o u s ought to perceived as positive, regardless
of whether such a quality benefits the individual politically or
economically. Virtue is social by definition, and as such it cannot be
exhibited outside of a social context.

The discussion of virtue is problematic, especially in regard to
gender associations, for there seems to be two alternative sets of virtues,
one of which is empowering, while the other is conducive to exploitation.
Virtues belonging to both of these idealized alternative sets are seldom
found expressed by concrete individuals. The set of virtues traditionally
associated with men can be described as those possessed by
'autonomous, economic man', while the other set are historically referred
to as 'womanly m e s ' , The feminite approach to ethics correctly
identifies the gender traits associated with these &es,

as traits that

originate in and propagate male bias in moral theory. The male influence
has dominated the development of moral theory. Consequently,
traditional forms of ethics tend to promote the rational and autonomous
over and above the caring and relational.
1 maùitain that womeii ûnd men ought to be encouraged to exhibit

m e s belonging to eithcr set. However, 1 do not believe socieîy benefits
when it conditions individuals to develop only the 'autonomous man' set
of virtues. A society devoid of what has been traditionally referred to as
komanly virtues' is truncated and immature.The ferninite approach to
ethics rejects the association of 'womanly w h i e s ' with female gender,

and tends to promote the Wtues of autonomous man as necessary
qualities for the empowerment of women. Consequently, more w o m e n

today are conditioned to exhibit the d e s of rational, economic man,
while fewer women and virtually no men are being encouraged to exhibit

the so-cailed kromanly virtues'.
Without feminists who advocate a ferninine approach to ethics, the
'womanly m e s ' would be further discounted and the common
understanding of family would be lost. The social fabric is t o m by an
emphasis on personal development and empowerment over and above
and at the expense of cornmunitarian values. In practical terms, the end
result of such a social pattern amounts to a definition of Wtue qualified

by economic class. While the economic elite (both male and female

representatives) are to be conditioned to exhibit the W t u e s of
autonomous, economic man, others, namely women of lower economic
status, will be paid to express the 'womanly virtues'.
The ferninine approach to ethics counters the continued
devaluation of the social m e s exhibited by the exploited and
subjugated women of our society. Proponents of the ethic of care
contribute the distinctive voice of women to moral dialogue and thereby
provide an epistemic and ontological stance upon which the interests of
women can be represented in moral theory.
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